GROSS MOTOR
- Lift head when lying on stomach
- Roll over
- Snow plough
- Reverse snow plough
- Commando crawl
- Bear walking
- Traditional crawling
- Into sitting from lying
- Into sitting from standing
- Into standing from sitting
- Stand holding on
- Stand unsupported
- Walk holding on
- Walk independently

FINE MOTOR
- Reach for object
- Pass objects
- Bang objects together
- Scribble with crayon
- Unscrew lid from jar
- Draw circle
- Build tower 2 blocks
- Build tower 8 Blocks

COMMUNICATION
- Smile
- Babble
- Wave
- Say ‘mama’
- Shake head
- Peek-a-boo
- 1 step request
- Identify body parts
- Imitate words
- Use single words
- Combine two words
- Short sentences

FEEDING
- Smooth solids
- Mashed solids
- Finger feeding
- Cup drinking
- Self feeding
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